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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a summary of the space of commonly-
used HCI prototyping methods (low-fidelity to high-
fidelity) and asserts that with a better understanding of this 
space, HCI practitioners will be better equipped to direct 
scarce prototyping resources toward an effort likely to yield 
specific results.  It presents a set of five dimensions along 
which prototypes can be planned and characterized. The 
paper then describes an analysis of this space performed by 
members of the NASA Ames Human-Computer Interaction 
Group when considering prototyping approaches for a new 
set of tools for Mars mission planning and scheduling tools. 
A description is presented of a prototype that demonstrates 
design solutions that would have been particularly difficult 
to test given conventional low- or mid- fidelity prototyping 
methods.  The prototype created was “mixed-fidelity,” that 
is, high-fidelity on some dimensions and low-fidelity on 
others.  The prototype is compared to a preexisting tool 
being redesigned and to a tool that has been developed 
using the prototype.  Experimental data are presented that 
show the prototype to be a good predictor of eventual user 
performance with the final application. Given the relative 
cost of developing prototypes, it is critical to better 
characterize the space of fidelity in order to more precisely 
allocate design and development resources. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Prototyping methods are widely recognized as an important 
component of the HCI process.  When correctly applied, the 
ability of a prototype to identify and correct potential 
problems early in the development cycle can pay for the 
cost of the prototype many times over [2]. 

The current range of prototyping methodologies are 
generally described within a spectrum of fidelity with low-
fidelity, ostensibly low-cost methods such as whiteboard or 
paper sketches at one end, and highly developed, highly 
interactive artifacts (often developed as interactive web-
based applications or in high level programming 
environments such as Visual Basic) at the other.  Many 
examples of “medium-“ or “mid-fidelity” prototypes also 
exist, but it is important to distinguish between these 
characterizations and the “mixed-fidelity” concept 
described here.  The term “mid-fidelity” is often used to 
describe prototypes which are neither low- nor high-fidelity 
and therefore lie somewhere in the middle along that axis.  
“Mixed-fidelity” refers to a prototype which is high fidelity 
in some respects and low fidelity in others. 

Low-fidelity methods have received a great deal of 
recognition in the field for their ability to validate designs 
and predict large problems at an extremely low cost 
[2,13,16,18,19].  Indeed it may seem counterintuitive, 
especially to software engineers and developers, that a 
paper sketch could provide such valuable insight, but 
several years of experience and sound methodology has 
validated the approach. 

High-fidelity methods, on the other hand, have received 
passing recognition for their ability to convince 
management or other stakeholders that due diligence has 
been given to the product design and that the real thing is 
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indeed on its way [3,16,19].  However, beyond this 
grudging recognition, high-resolution methods are often 
dismissed as being too cumbersome, too expensive to 
develop, or too likely to set unrealistic expectations in the 
minds of users and customers [3,11,16,19]. 

This paper will argue first that this single low-fidelity/high-
fidelity continuum is not sufficient to capture the variety of 
prototyping approaches in use today.  In particular, it will 
describe a tradeoff analysis made by the HCI Group and 
software developers at NASA Ames that led to the 
development of a prototype that is difficult to characterize 
using these traditional means.  This “mixed-fidelity” 
prototype is high-fidelity in some ways but low-fidelity in 
others. Finally, some experimental data will be presented 
from the NASA case study that show the mixed-fidelity 
prototype to be a good predictor of eventual user 
performance on data-rich and highly interactive tasks using 
the fully-developed application. 

THE SPACE OF PROTOTYPES IN HCI 
This section explains why the concept of “low-” vs. “high-
fidelity” is insufficient to cover the space of possible 
prototypes.  It then presents a framework for characterizing 
prototypes along five dimensions: Level of Visual 
Refinement, Breadth of Functionality, Depth of 
Functionality, Richness of Interactivity, and Richness of 
Data Model.  Also, some examples are presented of 
prototypes produced via common methods that are of 
“mixed” fidelity – that is, they are high-fidelity along some 
dimensions and low-fidelity along others. 

The Fidelity Barrier 
Although the terms “low-fidelity” and “high-fidelity” are 
often used to characterize different prototyping approaches, 
the concept of “fidelity” has a tendency to conflate several 
orthogonal aspects of the artifact.  For example, it is unclear 
whether “fidelity” refers primarily to level of functionality, 
level of visual polish, or level of interactivity (among 
others).  This distinction is especially difficult to make 
when an artifact is particularly well developed in one area 
but not in others.  For example, it is easy to characterize a 
hand-drawn storyboard as “low-fidelity” and a fully 
interactive, fully-conceived, running artifact as “high-
fidelity.”  However, consider an artifact that consists of 
only one or two non-interactive screens but is visually 
accurate to the pixel.  Or consider a prototype, such as the 
one later described here, that uses the same input data and 
similar back-end logic as the delivered application, but 
whose visual look-and-feel is intentionally kept “low 
resolution.”  In each of these cases it would be difficult to 
apply conventional low- or high-fidelity classification. 

Early attempts at further characterization in the literature 
tended to rely on a post-hoc example-driven approach.  For 
example, in 1984 Floyd [6] recognized the need to 
understand the range of prototypes in practice and their 
relative utility, pointed out several existing examples, and 

attempted to characterize them in terms of their expected 
utility.  However, by the author’s own admission, the 
possible space of options was limited by the technology of 
the day.  For example, lack of abstract GUI programming 
languages limited the ability to rapidly iterate in that area. 

This oversimplification of the prototype space, while 
convenient for some applications, has two effects.  First, it 
makes it more difficult to choose a prototyping approach, 
and second, once an approach is chosen, it makes the 
application of methods more difficult.  For example, when 
deciding what kind of prototype to build, it is reasonable to 
consider the end goals.  John and Salvucci [10] identify 
three potential high-level goals for prototypes: to help sell 
software, to collect usability data via user testing, and to 
feed cognitive models for expert performance prediction.  It 
would not be possible to decide which kind of prototype to 
build using a single axis: fidelity.  Instead, they identify 
several aspects of a prototype required for each eventual 
use.  For example, they assert that “best-guess visuals” are 
required for user testing, but not for feeding to a cognitive 
model.   

Virzi et al [19] recognize that prototypes can vary along 
several orthogonal dimensions, including some of those 
listed here, but then revert to the low- to high-fidelity 
characterization in making the post-hoc argument for low-
fidelity late in the design process.  Bryan-Kinns and 
Hamilton in [4] and Houde and Hill in [9] and Hall in [8] 
also recognize several orthogonal dimensions, but they 
focus on eventual use of the prototype (e.g. when in the 
development stage it is to be employed, and who the target 
audience is) in order to form a more precise 
characterization of the artifact.  In particular, Houde and 
Hill consider a broader definition of a prototype to include 
one used to validate an implementation concept or a 
products role in a larger work practice.  While this type of 
characterization is useful for determining the role of 
prototyping in a product development cycle, and indeed 
these analyses make some assertions about the fidelity 
required to support particular uses, they do not appear to 
offer the HCI practitioner any more insight into the concept. 

The authors of this paper faced a similar dilemma when 
deciding how to construct early prototypes of a software 
tool for planning Mars rover activity.  Given the end goals 
for the prototype: identifying problems in presentation and 
interaction with a complex set of data, and evaluating 
efficiency gains from an interactive plan visualization, it 
was difficult to determine a target “fidelity.”  There were 
certain aspects of the tool that needed to be extremely high 
fidelity, such as the richness of the data and the underlying 
application logic, but there were others that did not, such as 
the aesthetics.  As a result, the designers derived a system 
for first characterizing different prototypes and then 
selecting from those characterizations based on the eventual 
goals for the prototype. 
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The Five Dimensions 
The authors identified five dimensions along which a 
prototype can be characterized.  Each dimension has a 
“low-fidelity” and a “high-fidelity” equivalent, but 
importantly they can be manipulated independently. The 
following are descriptions of the five dimensions 
considered by the authors as well as some common wisdom 
and rules of thumb for each: 

• Level of Visual Refinement: How refined should the 
prototype be from a visual standpoint?  Artifacts on the 
low end of this scale include hand-drawn sketches and 
box-and-line wireframes [13,16].  Artifacts on the high 
end include fully resolved, pixel-accurate mockups as 
described in [16].  A high level of aesthetic refinement is 
not always desirable: when user tested, prototypes that 
are highly refined tend to elicit more commentary on 
visual attributes [11,13].  This is often desirable late in 
the design cycle, but it is important to address higher-
level issues early. 

• Breadth of Functionality: How broadly is the 
functionality represented within the prototype? [14] For 
example, if one were to develop a prototype for a banking 
kiosk, a broadly functional prototype would include 
approximations for most of the various functionality 
(withdrawals, deposits, balance checking, bill paying, 
etc.) requirements. A broadly functional prototype gives 
users a better understanding of the range of capabilities 
[16] that the interface will ultimately provide, and offers 
the opportunity to challenge system-wide issues (such as 
navigation) utilizing methods such as Heuristic 
Evaluation. 

• Depth of Functionality: To what level of detail is any 
one feature or sequence represented? [14] Again 
considering the banking kiosk, one could imagine having 
a single path through the interface  - a withdrawal - 
modeled in the prototype all the way though to its 
conclusion. Having a task modeled to its conclusion 
allows designers to interrogate the interface’s capabilities 
with task-centric user evaluations like think-aloud studies 
and cognitive walkthrough.  

• Richness of Interactivity: How are the interactive 
elements (transitions, system responses to user inputs, 
etc.) captured and represented to the user by the 
prototype? Paper prototypes and sketches have 
traditionally represented the lowest fidelity in terms of 
interactivity, although efforts such as SILK [11] and 
DENIM [12] have been explicitly designed to increase 
the interactive richness of hand drawn interfaces. Higher 
levels of interactivity have historically come at the cost of 
development expense, time, and inflexibility. 

• Richness of Data Model: How representative of the 
actual domain data is the data employed by the 
prototype? For example, if a design team wanted to 
develop a prototype for a television program listing 
service, will the prototype utilize a small set of imaginary 
channels and programs, or will it utilize an actual channel 

lineup of potentially hundreds of channels and programs? 
The former may be expedient, but might not provide a 
good example of the scale of the data space the user will 
eventually have to manage through the interface.  For 
example, it is common for designers to overlook the 
possibility that a half-hour program may have a long title 
that will not fit without being truncated, whereas a large 
set of actual data will quickly reveal this case. 

Prototypes can be designed and implemented to low or high 
fidelity on any of these five dimensions depending on the 
type of data designers hope to gather. By using these 
dimensions to inform prototype development, and 
recognizing that each is fully independent and can be 
manipulated separately, it is possible to create mixed-
fidelity prototypes that more precisely apply prototyping 
resources in support of specific end goals.   

Examples 
Paper or Wizard of Oz prototypes are often comprised of 
hand-rendered drawings on sheets of paper and generally 
have low levels of visual refinement. It is possible that they 
may be broad or deep, but somewhat uncommon that they 
be both. They tend to have a very low richness of 
interactivity, and low richness of data model. Because of 
these attributes, it is very difficult to use them for timed 
tasks, to test interactive features within an interface, or to 
represent the scale of the actual data space of the domain. 

PowerPoint or HTML prototypes are often slideshows of 
screens, sometimes linked together using hotspots to 
simulate interactivity. These artifacts can range from low to 
high in visual refinement, are likely to be either broad or 
deep, have low to medium richness of interactivity, and low 
to high (with considerable effort) richness of data. These 
prototypes are nearly as facile as paper prototypes in terms 
of rapid generation and modification, and offer at least 
some interactivity, allowing users to get some sense of flow 
through the artifact. 

Prototypes rendered in Flash or static HTML can range 
from low to high in terms of visual resolution, low to high 
in terms of both breadth and depth (although again, time 
constraints usually dictate that only one of the two be high). 
They can range from low to high in both richness of 
interactivity and richness of data. Prototypes built using 
these technologies often require higher levels of effort and 
expertise, but these artifacts can be designed to leverage 
any of the five dimensions depending on the goals of the 
implementers. 

In general, recent advances in prototyping tools have made 
it increasingly easy to create “mixed-fidelity” prototypes 
that are high fidelity on some of these dimensions and low 
fidelity on others.  These include not only specialized 
toolkits such as SILK and DENIM but also commercial off-
the-shelf software such as Macromedia Flash, visual 
programming environments such as Visual Basic and Real 
Basic, and evolving web standards ranging from 
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DHTML/DOM, CSS and JavaScript to recent techniques 
such as AJAX. [7] 

THE SPIFE PROTOTYPE: A MIXED-FIDELITY CASE 
STUDY 
This section describes three artifacts involved in the case 
study. All three artifacts are activity-planning tools for 
Mars surface operations.  The three artifacts are, the current 
tool (MAPGEN), the prototype (SPIFe), and the future tool 
under development (Ensemble).  

First, we will discuss some key usability problems with 
MAPGEN observed during the Mars Exploration Rover 
missions in 2004. Although there are many aspects to the 
redesign, this paper focuses on a specific set of problems – 
plan inspection inefficiencies – the solutions for which 
would have been difficult to test using traditional “low-
fidelity” prototyping methods.   

Next, the HCI Group’s analysis in preparation for building 
the SPIFe prototype is discussed in light of the five 
dimensions outlined above, along with the technical 
approach to building the artifact. We will also introduce 
Ensemble, the future tool under development and discuss 
how it differs from the SPIFe prototype with respect to 
fidelity and development costs.  

Finally, experimental data is presented that supports the 
theory that the SPIFe mixed-fidelity prototype is a good 
predictor for Ensemble in terms of user performance as 
compared to the current tasks in MAPGEN.  We also 
discuss how the mixed-fidelity concept enabled the team to 
collect the type of data required at a minimal cost. 

The “Before” Case: MAPGEN and Motivations for 
Redesign 
During the Mars Exploration Rover (MER) mission, 
operations personnel used a planning tool called the Mixed-
initiative2 Activity Plan GENerator, or MAPGEN, to 
schedule rover activity (see Figure 1).  The fundamental 
task of planning consists of selecting activities requested by 
mission scientists (e.g. “capture an image of rock x” or 
“drive to location y”) and assigning them execution times. 
This assignment requires users to pay close attention to 
rover resources and can get orders of magnitude more 
complex for every activity added to the plan. On average, 
an activity plan contains 40 activities (n=775).  MAPGEN 
displays these activities on “legends” according to the 
subsystem that will execute the activity.  For example, in 
Figure 1, the legend labeled “Navcam” represents images to 
be acquired by the Navigation Camera (or Navcam).  A 

                                                             
2 The “Mixed-initiative” part of the name refers to the 
integration of user-directed planning with Ames’s 
automated planner [1].  Improving the new mixed-initiative 
features has been one of the goals of the SPIFe prototype, 
but is beyond the scope of the experiment discussed in this 
paper.  

single person operated MAPGEN: the Tactical Activity 
Planner (TAP).  The time allotted for generating a schedule 
using MAPGEN was approximately three hours, during 
which time refinements to individual activities were also 
taking place.  This time allocation was seen as being very 
ambitious – non-surface missions typically plan spacecraft 
activity on a timeline measured in weeks or years.  As such, 
activity planning time was a scarce resource and so became 
a key metric for tool performance. 

In addition to actually assembling the day’s schedule, the 
TAP was also required at several points to explain his 
progress or finished plan to interested parties.  This 
explanation sometimes took the form of a plan 
walkthrough, but it often consisted of answering direct 
questions about the plan such as “what’s happening at 
13:00?” or “how big is the gap between activity x and 
activity y?” 

Members of the HCI Group, including two of the authors of 
this paper, were staffed in the role of MAPGEN support 
during the MER primary mission (90 days starting in 
January of 2004).  In this capacity, they were able to closely 
observe the use of and work practice surrounding the 
MAPGEN tool.  Although many observations were clearly 
positive – the team and tools far exceeded expectations in 
never once failing to generate a valid command load by 
their deadline – the HCI Group also observed some key 
opportunities for improvement.  Among those observations 
was a set of issues pertaining to efficiency when 
interrogating the plan in order to answer questions like 
those posed above.   

TAPs used various strategies to questions while planning 
and explaining the plan to interested parties. For example, 
to answer the question “how big is the gap between activity 
x and activity y?” – TAPs used two strategies, a quicker but 
less accurate strategy, and a more time consuming but 
extremely accurate strategy. 

Figure 1 : The MAPGEN Activity Planning Tool 
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The quicker but less accurate strategy involved placing the 
mouse at the end of activity x and noting the approximate 
time as listed at the top of the screen, then placing the 
mouse at the beginning of activity y and noting the time, 
then (mentally) subtracting the first time from the second. 
MAPGEN included a constantly updated display of the 
approximate time pointed to by the mouse cursor.  In order 
to aid visibility and help co-register activities near the top 
and bottom of the display, MAPGEN also had the ability to 
draw a “Vertical Cursor” line (see Figure 1).  So if a user 
were content with an approximate time (accurate to within 
about two minutes, depending on zoom factor) he could 
simply point at a location on the timeline (the end of 
activity x, for example) and note the approximate time.  

The accurate strategy involved invoking an “editor” dialog 
to obtain the detailed start time and duration details about 
each activity and then (again mentally) adding to determine 
the end time of activity x and subtracting that time from the 
start time of activity y. 

It was not uncommon for plan interrogation tasks to require 
significant time and mental resources and attention to 
complete.  For example, using the accurate strategy, the 
user was required to perform at least five mouse clicks, 
complete several mental math operations, and store and 
retrieve several chunks of data in working memory.  Even 
using the quick method, the task requires the user to 
perform mental math and accept a somewhat large margin 
of error. 

MAPGEN presented one additional impediment to 
answering the gap question.  Each activity bar on the 
timeline was annotated with a label that contained the name 
of the activity.  On MER, these activity names often grew 
to be over 100 characters long.  This led to considerable 
visual clutter and in particular consumed a great deal of 
vertical real estate.  Plans in MAPGEN were often many 
screens “tall” requiring, a user to “page down” multiple 
times in order to see all the categories.  This property made 
it difficult to determine the very existence of a gap between 
activities, let alone its duration.  In order to be confident 
that an apparent gap was not in fact caused by an activity 
hiding off-screen, users would scroll up and down visually 
searching for activities occurring at a particular time.  It 
was not uncommon for a user to place a finger on the screen 
while scrolling in order to keep his place. This visual search 
was time consuming at best and often led to errors. 

The example chosen here – “how big is the gap…” – is just 
one instance of a commonly asked question during 
operations.  This question was asked both by personnel 
external to the TAP, as well as by the TAP himself over the 
course of planning.  Anecdotally, the process described 
above took tens of seconds to complete, sometimes taking 
up to a minute to derive a precise answer.  This observation 
is supported by data collected in the course of the 
experiment described later: answering this question took 
43.3 seconds on average in the MAPGEN case.  

Considering the fact that this question, and questions like it, 
were asked many times per day, this amounted to a 
significant time investment on the part of the TAP.  Taking 
together this set of plan inspection questions, it is not 
inconceivable that reducing time to answer to a few seconds 
could save 30 minutes to an hour over the course of 
planning.  

The SPIFe Prototype: Conception 
The HCI Group identified goals that a prototype would 
achieve. First, it would be necessary to convince mission 
managers at JPL that the project had merit and deserved 
mission funding.  To convince the managers of this the 
team had to show the new design would cause a significant 
reduction in the time needed during plan inspection.  After 
all, a proposed tool would at least partially replace one 
tried-and-true tool in an organization that tends to value 
heritage. The prototype would also be necessary for testing 
concepts with actual mission personnel, for exploring a 
variety of design solutions, and as a tool to educate 
potential users and stakeholders about the importance of 
activity planning. 

In order to accomplish these goals and to make it possible 
to collect the performance data, the HCI Group used the 
five dimensions to provide insight into the requirements for 
a mixed-resolution prototype that would be most effective.  
The group wanted answers as quickly and cheaply as 
possible to questions like “what is the impact of design 
changes on overall task performance, and accuracy?”  The 
following is the result of the analysis for each dimension: 

• Level of Visual Refinement.  Since the primary 
objective of the prototype was to collect time 
accurate user performance data, the level of visual 
refinement was set low.  While the interface had to 
be clear, visual aesthetics and widget consistency 
were not critical. Color and other visual aids were 
used only where essential for understanding of the 
plan inspection task. 

• Breadth of Functionality. The prototype was 
designed to test a relatively small aspect of the 
interface – the visual feedback when inspecting a 
timeline display – so little emphasis was given to 
breadth of functionality. 

• Depth of Functionality.  Within the timeline 
component, some depth was required.  Although 
some aspects of the timeline could be left 
unimplemented some functionality would need to 
be fully implemented in order to provide 
performance data related to plan inspection.  A 
medium level of emphasis was given to depth of 
functionality. 

• Level of Interactivity.  It was critical that the 
interactivity of the tool be as close to the actual 
implementation as possible. Accurate evaluation of 
the new designs required the user to inspect many 
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aspects of the plan very quickly with minimal 
impediments to the task. It was important that 
performance of the plan inspection task was 
similar in the prototype as it would be in the final 
tool.  A high level of emphasis was given to the 
level of interactivity. 

• Depth of Data Model.  Because plan interrogation 
tasks are significantly easier when a simplified 
plan is used, getting accurate data from the 
prototype required it to scale to plans of realistic 
complexity.  A typical MER plan has 
characteristics that present challenges to timeline 
layout.  For example, it was common for plans to 
contain hundreds of activities, ranging from nearly 
instantaneous hazard-camera snapshots to twelve-
hour spectrometry data collection. As such, it was 
important that realistic data was used in testing the 
prototype, and a high level of emphasis was given 
to the depth of the data model. 

This tradeoff analysis places the desired prototype in a 
somewhat underrepresented segment – prototypes 
exhibiting high interactivity and data fidelity coupled with 
low visual refinement and fairly narrow functionality are 
not often discussed in the literature.  However, there are 
many tasks that share some of the same characteristics as 
ours, such as project planning, scheduling of patients, and 
job shop scheduling.  Prototypes in this segment are likely 
to be beneficial to designers of applications supporting 
those tasks. 

The SPIFe Prototype: Redesign 
Having identified several areas for improvement, the HCI 
Group is in the process of designing several mission tools 
from the ground up, including MAPGEN.  Although the 
primary motivation for the redesign is to address many 
higher-level concerns such as consistency across tools or 
error-prone aspects of existing tools, smaller inefficiencies 
of the sort described above are also a driver. The prototype 
described in this paper focuses on some fairly specific 
solutions to the efficiency of plan interrogation. 

One proposed redesign in support of this task introduces the 
concept of a “smart vertical cursor,” which makes available 
a more rich set of information given a particular point of 
interest on the timeline.  As the user sweeps the mouse over 
the timeline, the current “region of interest” is highlighted, 
and some selected metadata is displayed in a persistent 
status bar.  For example, if a user mouses over the bar 
representation of an activity, the region of interest is set to 
the span of the activity.  The entire region is highlighted, 
and some additional information about the activity is 
presented in the status bar (see ).  Some of the information 
is taken directly from the parameters on the activity (Name, 
Type, and Priority, for example).  However, some of the 
information is calculated based on the activity’s current 
position in the plan:  the status bar presents the precise start 
time, end time, and duration of the moused-over activity. 

The new design also allows the user to mouse over other 
areas of the plan in order to define the region of interest.  In 
direct response to the “how big is the gap?” scenario 
described above, if the user mouses over a gap between 
activities, the region of interest is set to the gap.  The status 
bar again displays additional metadata, although now it 
pertains to the gap:  the word “gap” appears, and the precise 
start time, end time, and duration of the gap are displayed.  
If the user mouses a blank area directly above or below two 
or more overlapping activities, the overlap duration is 
displayed and the overlapping activities are identified. 

An additional proposed design change is the elimination of 
labels from the individual activity bars on the timeline.  
This makes it possible to fit an entire plan on a single 
screen, eliminating the vertical search required by 
MAPGEN.  As the experimental data will show in the next 
section, this significantly reduces time to complete the task. 

Using the new design, answering the question “how big is 
the gap between activity x and activity y?” should be as 
easy as locating the gap in question, placing the mouse 
pointer over it, and reading the duration information from 
the status bar. 

These design solutions, although somewhat minor, are not 
without potential tradeoffs.  It was somewhat unclear what 
impact the elimination of labels would have on various plan 
interrogation tasks.  For example, it is ostensibly easier to 
locate gaps, but the elimination of labels from activity bars 
could have an effect on the efficiency of another plan 
interrogation task such as “locate activity x.”  In that task, 
the user may need to sweep his or her mouse over a 
significant subset of the plan in order to answer the 
question.  Answering the same question in MAPGEN, 
where the names are displayed at all times, might be 
expected to involve a more straightforward visual search.  
Data on time to complete this and other plan interrogation 
tasks using the new interface was desired. 

Figure 2: The SPIFe Prototype Timeline 
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The SPIFe Prototype: Implementation 
It was decided at an early stage to use actual mission data – 
the richest data available – to populate this prototype in 
order to provide a realistic environment and scale.  Also, 
since upcoming missions are largely staffed with people 
with experience on MER, populating the prototype with 
MER data tended to make it not only realistic but also 
familiar to user-test subjects and mission management.  
Admittedly, this decision was easy in this case; it was not a 
prohibitively costly approach.  Due to their involvement 
with MER operations, the designers and prototype 
developer were fortunate in having access to this data set  
and an understanding of it.  They were able to reuse plan-
reading software from the Constraint Editor, an operational 
tool that is in use on MER. 

The SPIFe prototype is web-based, and thus takes 
advantage of some of the interactive display capabilities 
available in Firefox and other browsers compliant with the 
DOM and CSS standards.  This also simplifies installation 
for demos, since Firefox runs on three ubiquitous computer 
platforms and is widely installed.  The client-side scripts are 
implemented in JavaScript.  All of the HTML, and the 
variable data for JavaScript, are generated dynamically 
from actual MER data by a server-side Lisp program.  This 
approach allows designers to choose from well over a 
thousand actual plans for a one-time programming cost.  In 
contrast, with a handcrafted paper or PowerPoint prototype, 
the cost would be proportional to the depth of the data 
model.  Maintaining state, such as the effect of moving 
activities around the time timeline, was tricky in a web 
application, but that problem was solved early on, and the 
prototype can be used for end-to-end tasks; that is, it 
provides unlimited depth of functionality at no further 
development cost, once again in contrast to a hand-crafted 
prototype.  Due to reuse of existing code and the decision to 
focus on particular axes of fidelity, the SPIFe prototype was 
created by a single developer in approximately one month. 

Although it would be possible to simulate some aspects of 
the interface using traditional low-fidelity means, for 
example using acetate overlays to indicate highlighting, the 
cost of building such a prototype to handle diverse 
scenarios would have been large.  Additionally, due to 
physical limitations on how quickly such an prototype can 
be manipulated, it would not have been possible to collect 
the timing data desired. 

The Final Application: Ensemble 
While this prototyping effort was underway, tool 
developers at NASA Ames and JPL realized that a unified, 
component-based approach to software development could 
yield an integrated suite of ground based mission tools for 
deployment on upcoming Mars surface missions.  Many of 
the design solutions tested as part of the SPIFe prototype 
have been incorporated in to the new application, called 
Ensemble (see Figure 3). 

Ensemble is being developed using the Java Eclipse 
development framework [5], which has allowed the team to 
rapidly realize concepts into working software components. 

The Ensemble application is necessarily “high fidelity” in 
all five dimensions.  It is the final product of the 
development process, and as such it sets a practical upper 
bound on each of the five dimensions. For example, the 
Eclipse framework provides a highly refined, platform 
appropriate look-and-feel, giving Ensemble a high level of 
visual refinement. Additionally, Ensemble developers have 
already incorporated many of the interactive behaviors from 
the SPIFe prototype, lending it a high level of interactivity.  

Experiment Setup and Results 
With three artifacts in hand – the MAPGEN baseline, the 
SPIFe prototype, and the Ensemble application, the authors 
were able to compare user performance across all three 
artifacts.  Of primary concern to the designers was the 
effect of the design changes made in the SPIFe prototype, 
on the performance of the plan inspection task in light of 
current task performance in MAPGEN. Specifically would 
the proposed changes improve performance with the gap 
finding but reduce performance on other tasks? However, 
for the purposes of this paper, it is more interesting to 
examine how well the mixed-fidelity prototype is able to 
predict final application performance.  The following is a 
description of the experiment followed by a brief discussion 
of the results in light of the mixed-fidelity concept.  

Task  
Using each of the interfaces in a randomly selected order, 
participants were instructed to complete a series of four 
tasks in the given order.  The tasks were selected based 
their similarity to common plan inspection tasks observed 
during mission operations.  The four tasks were: 

1. Find a gap larger then 5 minutes long in the given 
time interval, e.g. For Spirit Sol 50, find one gap 

Figure 3: The Ensemble Timeline 
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more than five minutes long between times 
12:00:00 and 14:00:00, near 13:00:00. Determine 
its start time and end time. 

2. Find the start and duration of the activity by the 
following name, e.g. For Spirit Sol 50, where is 
Activity Mineralogy of Jiminy_cricket of Type 
PANCAM? Determine its start time and duration 

3. List the activities happening at the given time, e.g. 
For Spirit Sol 50, name the activities that are 
happening at time 14:45:00. 

4. Find the longest activity in the given time 
interval,e.g.  For Spirit Sol 52, name the longest 
activity between time 08:00:00 and time 10:00:00. 

 
Each task consisted of 3 randomly selected questions to 
investigate a variety of times and sol plans.  The 
participants were instructed to answer each question as 
quickly as possible while still maintaining a reasonable 
level of accuracy.  These questions involved the mouse-
based investigation of a timeline for the given interface. In 
total, each participant answered 36 questions, 12 per 
interface. 

Procedure 
We conducted a series of timed tests of 4 tasks-types 
consisting of 3 similar questions each.  Each of the 4 tasks-
types was run using 3 artifacts described in this paper, 
MAPGEN, SPIFe, and Ensemble.  Participants were trained 
with each artifact and prior to the tasks.  The participants 
consisted of 10 individuals with at least a college level 
education; both male and female of age ranges 24 to 40. 
Each participant investigated all 3 artifacts in a randomized 
order. 

Results 
After completing the user tests the time results of the 
interfaces were paired and analyzed with the Wilcoxon 
Signed Ranks Test with an α = 0.05. The results of the tests 
showed a significant difference between SPIFe and 
MAPGEN as well as between Ensemble and MAPGEN in 
three of the four tasks-types. However, there was no 
significant difference with the Ensemble/SPIFe pairing in 
any of the task-types.  This shows that, for the four task-
types, there was no statistical difference between SPIFe and 
Ensemble and that in these cases SPIFe was an accurate 
predictor of user performance for the given tasks. Figure 4 
shows the average time of the 10 participants for all 3 
artifacts, grouped by the task-types. 

Performance with the MAPGEN interface was significantly 
slower than that that with SPIFe or Ensemble in three of the 
four tasks. For one of the task-types (Determine the start 
time of an activity), there was no statistical difference 
between the three artifacts. Our expectation, as mentioned 
previously, was that SPIFe and Ensemble might actually do 
worse that MAPGEN for this particular task— after all, that 
task involved ask participants to give the name of the 

activity, information that SPIFe and Ensemble display only 
in response to a mouseover.   

Based on the results from the user test and subsequent 
analysis, it was concluded, that for all tasks categories, 
SPIFe (prototype) and Ensemble (application) show no 
significant difference.  This indicates that for all four tasks 
SPIFe (prototype) was an accurate predictor of the 
performance for Ensemble (application). 

The mixed-fidelity prototype has a few properties that made 
this experiment possible.  First, since the level of 
interactivity was set high, the designers can be assured that 
the timing data is accurate to within a few milliseconds – 
plenty of precision given the multiple-second differences 
between the tools.  Second, since the prototype uses a very 
high-fidelity data model – in fact it reads the exact same 
plan files that the other two tools do – it was possible to ask 
the same set of questions (randomized between subject) in 
all three conditions.  Since the other dimensions of the 
prototype were left low-fidelity, it remains lightweight and 
easy to change based on ongoing experiment or user test 
data. 

CONCLUSION 
It is generally accepted that prototyping is a valuable tool 
for answering questions about proposed design changes 
without investing in the development of finished tools.  
However, existing methods of characterizing prototypes, 
generally along a spectrum of low- to high-fidelity, is too 
coarse to ensure that prototyping resources are well spent, 
and that the artifact will yield the desired data.  Instead, it is 
useful to conceive of prototypes along five orthogonal axes: 
level of visual refinement, depth of functionality, breadth of 
functionality, level of interactivity, and depth of data 
model.  Modern prototyping tools make it easier to 
manipulate these axes independently in order to create more 
targeted prototypes and avoid spending resources on areas 
that don’t directly influence the type of data desired. 

The SPIFe prototype for mission planning tools is one 
example of a mixed-fidelity prototype that incorporates a 

 

Figure 4: Comparison of Task Times by Task 
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high-fidelity data model and level of interactivity, but a low 
level of visual refinement and fairly narrow functionality.  
By creating the prototype this way, it was possible to save 
resources on visual design and breadth of functionality and 
apply them to the areas most likely to yield data of interest 
to the designers.  In particular, performance data was 
collected on several types of plan interrogation task.  The 
experimental evidence shows that this prototype, while 
considerably less costly to develop than the final 
application, gives good predictions of eventual user 
performance.  Further, the accuracy of this performance 
data relies on aspects of the prototype that would not have 
been possible to recreate using traditional low-resolution 
methods, such as realtime feedback on mouse over events. 

The application of this characterization method more 
broadly would likely yield prototypes with the same general 
fidelity profile as SPIFe (that is, data rich, highly 
interactive, functionally deep but narrow, and visually 
unrefined) for tasks requiring complex reasoning about and 
interaction with large sets of data.  Activity planning is one 
such application, but others might include spreadsheet 
manipulation, fault tree or failure data analysis, multivariate 
simulation and modeling tasks, and more. 

Likewise, the application of this characterization method 
for tasks not requiring complex reasoning, or to serve 
different end goals, would yield mixed-fidelity prototypes 
of a different character.  For example, highly visually 
refined and functionally broad prototypes can serve well for 
conducting marketing-oriented studies or guiding 
focus group discussion.  Similarly, however, prototyping 
resources can be saved by deemphasizing richness of data 
or depth of functionality. 
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